Do you think science is broadly constructive or destructive?
We human beings wouldn't have survived without science and technology, so it is constructive. But the physics that has led to nuclear weapons has occupied me in particular. Thinking about how humans ever came to conceive let alone construct nuclear weapons, I concluded that there must be destructive forces inside us. It is a desperate situation -more desperate now than in the 1960s. Many small states are acquiring nuclear weaponry and the biggest units on the planet, China and India, are forging away in a direction that we recognize will destroy us. Science is in the middle of it all, but it is capitalism that has fuelled its destructive capacity. Technology is paid for by people who want to grow, to catch up, and in the process they are destroying life.
Scientists are trained to be impartial observers. Do you think more scientists should become politically active in protecting the planet? We are each responsible and need to interact with society to try to stem its destructivity. I appeal to scientists to do just that. Beyond that there is a potential to find beauty in this chaos, in this overturning of normality. In the period that the work was up, the roots were covered with a kind of brown skin, and it began to fall off and reveal a white structure underneath. As the years go by, it will change. 
